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Going Green Vocabulary 
Use the vocabulary in the boxes below to fill in the blanks.  

1. Most paper, plastic, and aluminum are _________________________. 

2. Going green means making good________________________ that help animals, plants and       

humans live in a healthy world.  

3. By _________________________ food scraps, you can create nutrient rich soil in which to grow 

new plants and food. 

4. Trash on the ground, oil and pesticides washed into water, and smog from cars are all types 

of  _________________________. 

5. You can  _________________________ pollution by refusing to buy items with lots of plastic   

packaging. 

6. Instead of taking plastic bags, bring a  _________________________ bag and help save sea      

turtles who mistake plastic bags for jellyfish!  

7. We depend on the _________________________ for food, water and shelter.   

8. Human _________________________ can make a positive change in the world. 

9. Help ________________________ water, by taking showers that are 5 minutes or less. 
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Going Green Vocabulary ANSWERS 
Use the vocabulary in the boxes below to fill in the blanks.  

1. Most paper, plastic, and aluminum are _________________________. 

2. Going green means making good________________________ that help animals, plants and       

humans live in a healthy world.  

3. By _________________________ food scraps, you can create nutrient rich soil in which to grow 

new plants and food. 

4. Trash on the ground, oil and pesticides washed into water, and smog from cars are all types 

of  _________________________. 

5. You can  _________________________ pollution by refusing to buy items with lots of plastic   

packaging. 

6. Instead of taking plastic bags, bring a  _________________________ bag and help save sea      

turtles who mistake plastic bags for jellyfish!  

7. We depend on the _________________________ for food, water and shelter.   

8. Human _________________________ can make a positive change in the world. 

9. Help ________________________ water, by taking showers that are 5 minutes or less. 
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